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Thomas Scozzafava, Chairperson 
Noel Merrihew, Vice-Chairperson 
 
Chairman Scozzafava called this Finance Meeting to order at 10:30 am with the following 
Supervisors in attendance: Clayton Barber, Robin DeLoria, Archie Depo, Stephanie DeZalia, 
Shaun Gillilland, Joseph Giordano, Charlie Harrington, Roy Holzer, Ken Hughes, Steve McNally, 
Noel Merrihew, James Monty, Jay Rand, Tom Scozzafava, Jeff Subra, Ike Tyler, Joe Pete Wilson 
and Davina Winemiller.    

 
Department Heads present:  Laura Carson, Judy Garrison, Dan Manning, Dan Palmer Dave 
Wainwright and Joseph Provoncha.  Michael Diskin was excused.  
 
News Media: Tim Rowland – Sun Community News. 
 
Also present:  Joe Keegan, Erik Harvey – NCCC, Win Belanger and Garth Rogers. 
 
 
SCOZZAFAVA:  I will call this Finance committee meeting to order.   Our County Clerk, Joe 
Provoncha is first on the agenda who I don’t see. 
 
GARRISON:  He does have a resolution listed on the agenda. 
 
SCOZZAFAVA:  He does have a resolution requesting a budget amendment in the County Clerk’s 
office in the amount of $60,375.00, New York State Archives’ Local Government Records 
Management Improvement Fund. 
 
PALMER:  Your resolution is accepting that grant and authorizing it to be put into the county 
clerk’s budget. 
 
RESOLUTION AUTHORIZING THE COUNTY CLERK’S OFFICE TO ACCEPT A NEW YORK 
STATE ARCHIVES’ LOCAL GOVERNMENT RECORDS MANAGEMENT IMPROVEMENT 
FUND GRANT IN THE AMOUNT OF $60,375.00 AND FURTHER AUTHORIZING A BUDGET 
AMENDMENT FOR THE SAME.  Merrihew, Depo 
 
SCOZZAFAVA:  Discussion? Being none, all in favor, opposed – carried.  Next, Laura Auditor’s 
Office. 
 
TYLER: Question real quick on the grant.  So will it be in kind services or something on that grant? 
 
PALMER: No, that grant was specifically put in for photocopying tax records to get them in 
electronic format available for the website that’s part of the process that has been going through 
for quite a few years.  So they use that company that’s over there, what it is?  I forget the name 
of it but there’s a company that’s already contracted with them and this grant pays for them to 
microfilm those records and have them available on the website so people can do research from 
there. 
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TYLER:  Thank you. 

 
**** 

 
 The next item on the agenda was the Auditors with Laura Carson reporting as follows: 
 
CARSON:  Good morning.  Page one of my report is the department head expense report.  The 
Coroners have responded to 46 calls and the funeral homes have handled 19 removals so far 
this year based on the vouchers that have been submitted. 
Page two, is my supervisor expense report.  Page three, is our invoice data collection for June. 
We processed about 2300 invoices and noted 218 errors.  Our year to date overpayments are 
about $10,000 and our duplicate payments are $18,000. 
Page four, is our year to date budget report for Munis.  Payroll is still being processed in 
Pentamation and as of this report, it wasn’t posted to Munis yet so page five, is the spreadsheet 
I created to reflect our actual budget transferring over from pentamation and then the actual data 
from Munis. 
Page six, is the Assigned Counsel summary and comparison.  In June we received about 88 
vouchers to process and we paid out a little over $20,000.  Page seven, is the Assigned Counsel 
year to date budget report from Munis so again, the pentamation data isn’t in there so page eight 
is the spreadsheet I created importing the information in order to give you the comparison for year 
2021 and then page nine is the three sales tax corrections we received from Real Property. Does 
anybody have any questions? 
 
SCOZZAFAVA: Any questions?  I guess not.  Thank you, excellent report. 
I see Joe is here.  Joe come on up.  We did the resolution that you requested. 
 
PROVONCHA:  Thank you.  Hopefully you got everything that I emailed you for the report.  We 
did talk about the DMV in Lake Placid and we’re going to talk about it next month after we’ve 
looked at the basically, the numbers.  Monday is usually the busiest of the two days, very busy 
so overall the DMV’s are running very well. 
The Clerk’s office has had another good month all of sudden, the money is just there. The other 
day I worked on the counter and KelliJoe worked inputting at the end of the day we put in 
$74,000.00, it just happens so that’s basically my report.  If you’ve got any questions? 
 
HOLZER:  Joe, with Lake Placid and North Elba being so torn up can you just move DMV the 
satellite to Wilmington to use? 
 
PROVONCHA: Sure.  (laughter)   
 
GILLILLAND:  Next month I think the moratorium on evicts is being set – 
 
PALMER:  August 31st. 
 
GILLILLAND:  The Federal moratorium, do we any indications on when we can get the auctions 
back in motion again?   
 
MANNING:  You’re correct in the August date so we can start as soon as that date expires.  I’m 
trying to think how far long?  In certain years we’re pretty much ready to roll.  I would have to 
review it but well start again, we’ll start it back up. 
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GILLILLAND:  You know as well as I have, we have a lot of inquiries from potential buyers that 
people are hot to get foreclosed properties. 
 
MANNING:  Unfortunately with Covid they slammed the door shut on all that they can’t do anything 
so but we have gotten pretty far I’m going to say they might be the ‘19’s where we’re at, they’ve 
gotten pretty far with the ‘19’s. 
 
SCOZZAFAVA:  Thank you.  Anyone else? 
 
PROVONCHA:  I can tell you this in the newspaper you get, the County News it does mention 
something that’s going to be a great deal of work for both the District Attorney and the county 
Clerk’s office to records and that’s the purging of the marijuana we’re going to be traveling back 
and forth all the time to pull these records, let the District Attorney purge them and then we’ll be 
taking them back and then scanning them.  That’s going to be our winter. 
 
SCOZZAFAVA:  Anything further from Joe?  I guess not, thanks Joe. 
 
PROVONCHA:  Thank you. 
 

**** 
  
 

The next item on the agenda was the Real Property Tax Department with Dave Wainwright 
reporting as follows: 
 
WAINWRIGHT:  Good morning.  I just have a couple of things this morning. First is my budget, I 
don’t know if there is any questions about that?  The second thing is should have the list of omitted 
and pro-rata taxes in front of you.  For your town, that second column over there that says town 
highway and special district that’s going to be for your town, for your budget consider it revenue.  
It’s not part of your normal tax levy so if you’re working on your tax cap of your budget that part is 
read in it.   
And the last thing I wanted to talk about is and I spoke about this last month, is the way we see 
the assessments still climbing, sales are still very strong.  We had a meeting with John Stack, 
New York State Office of Real Property Tax Services he’s concerned that this is going to take 
people by surprise, blindside them and he really would like to see some public relations efforts to 
get the word out to the constituents that this is probably coming down the line for next year and 
there probably going to be some large increases.  He has offered to come to any town meetings 
if anybody decides to hold one.  He’s done numerous meetings and he’s pretty good at it.  He’s 
heard every question and he’s been yelled at and screamed at and abused and he just kind of 
holds it all together.  It might be something if you are interested in having a town meeting, once 
we get a little closer toward next year’s final roll before our tentative roll excuse me, before it gets 
too far long we discuss this with the taxpayers and let them know what’s happening if you feel a 
town meeting is in order you can let me know and I’ll have John contact you and set it up and I 
think it might help. 
 
SCOZZAFAVA:  So, if your town is doing a reval where does that put you?   
 
WAINWRIGHT:  Well, it would still be the same thing if you’re doing a project this year or you’re 
just trying to maintain that 100% equalization rate to keep up with market value, you’ve still got 
quite a bit of increase coming it looks like. 
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SCOZZAFAVA:  So, if houses are selling, I see a couple in Moriah that are assessed for $150,000 
and they are selling for over $300,000, so I mean you can’t just go back and raise that one sale 
you’ve got a neighborhood, correct?  You can’t – 
 
WAINWRIGHT: Right.  No, the Assessors are going to have to go through, do their analysis 
neighborhood by neighborhood and see what has to happen there.  If the state comes through 
with say, a 10% trend a bump in assessed value or market value that’s something the Assessor 
is going to have to apply and say, okay I’ve got to get my values up and analyze which 
neighborhoods really need the work and they can go from there. 
 
SCOZZAFAVA: I talked to John on this too as you know, a while back and in my opinion, they are 
using extraordinary times you know, these property values are increasing primarily due to Covid 
people are trying to get out of the more populated areas and come up here and the reprecaution 
on all this is going to be, once again, we are – people that live in this county our kids and grandkids 
aren’t going to be able to afford houses and that’s what is going to happen when this is all over 
with and I did send something down to the equalization, taxation and finance as you know but I 
just don’t think that it’s fair for the State of New York to base our equalization rates on sales from 
2020 and now 2021, I find that insane.  So all the people that have lived here all their lives are 
the ones that are ultimately going to end up paying, so that’s just my opinion. 
 
DELORIA:  Tom, you’re absolutely right because sales and I speak for Newcomb there’s homes 
that are being bought $20,000 over asking price, sight on seen and some of them are being torn 
down so you know, I look at that objectively and I say, fair market value if we do a revaluation on 
one it’s not local money so you know this 10% increase is going to be resting on the senior citizens 
and people that are from that area that are comfortable living today.  I don’t see it.  I don’t know 
why it’s required?  Why is a reval required?  Just bolt our feet to the floor, stay with the 2019’s 
and then wait until things settle down and then a reval.  Is that legal?   
 
SCOZZAFAVA:  It’s legal but there’s consequences.  It’s going to impact you on your STAR 
exemption, it’s going to impact any exemption that people have and once you fall below that 
94.5% then your constituents start feeling the impact.  It impacts your county levy. 
 
WAINWRIGHT:  There was an increase similar to this in 2002 and 2004 and the prices went up 
quite a bit and they never really went back down and that’s pretty much the way the market goes, 
it goes up and down, it fluctuates but nobody seems to think that this is just going to be a two-
year deal and then done and then 2022 or 2023 all prices are going to go back to where they 
were so it’s hard to say, but if it does then the market dictates that and then the assessments go 
back down. 
 
SCOZZAFAVA:  Would John be willing to come here and speak to this body? 
 
WAINWRIGHT: I think so. Absolutely. 
 
SCOZZAFAVA:  Would people like for him to come?  I agree.  I think we should do that. We can 
do it for the next Finance, next month. 
 
WAINWRIGHT:  Okay. 
 
MONTY:  What is the State’s definition of trends? 
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WAINWRIGHT:  Trend is what the market was showing last year verses what it is this year so in 
other words, the difference between the total assessed value of a town and what the State 
considers market value so they take all the valid sales from the last year and they say it’s, you 
know the town should be at X amount and it’s only assessing at this amount so they need to come 
up 8%, 6%, 10% in some cases. 
 
MONTY:  So outside of the sales data, basically the State is using this to collect more money from 
people who can’t afford it and I’m quite sure there are areas in the State of New York where the 
trends have dropped because those people are moving up here and are they going to drop their 
assessments or continue them because if you go by their definition, that is what’s happening.  
Right? 
 
WAINWRIGHT:  Right and we’ve had negative trends before too and assessments have – 
 
MONTY: I can’t remember my taxes going down. 
 
WAINWRIGHT: Well, taxes and assessments are not always – 
 
MONTY: I understand that.  I understand that completely but as you said just a few seconds ago, 
once it goes up it’s not going down. 
 
WAINWRIGHT: I wouldn’t think it would go down to pre Covid but who’s to say? 
 
PALMER:  Higher assessed value is also a result in a lower tax rate. 
 
SCOZZAFAVA: I agree. 
 
PALMER: I mean, last year our tax rate dropped here at the county level simply because of the 
higher assessed value so it’s complicated and it’s hard for people to get a grasp on it but there is 
how much you raise in your budget and how much your overall assessed value is and what is the 
overall tax rate ends up really determines what people pay in taxes.  It would be nice to be able 
to say, well this is what is driving it alone.  It’s not, I mean, there’s a lot of factors to it. 
 
GILLILLAND:  Assessed value forest lands gone up?  Or are going up? 
 
WINEMILLER:  That’s my question too Shaun. 
 
McNALLY:  No, they are not. 
 
GILLILLAND: So the State is getting off cheap. 
 
GIORDANO:  This is what I was going to ask, coming from a science field to this gravity never 
changes right, but here economics that I’m concerned with type of forest is really complexing.  To 
Dan’s point, assessments go up, tax rate go low but when you multiple the tax rate by the 
assessment you still could be paying more – 
 
PALMER:  Potentially. 
 
GIORDANO:  Yeah, so the public doesn’t understand that so when we go through this and try to 
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talk about equalization rates and how they need to be balanced within towns, within counties and 
the whole New York State gets very confusing very fast.  When you have John come and speak 
is it possible too to maybe just do a presentation to make sure that we’re all on the same page 
understanding those things because we talk about those things but even myself, I’m still a little 
unclear as to how everything kind of shakes out with all these changes and even as you are 
describing what is happening in 2002, 2003 and increases and our equalization never coming 
back down right, and concerns even in this particular case where these assessments go up and 
never really balance back out post Covid so for me, I don’t know how everyone else feels but for 
me I would probably benefit greatly from understanding that because obviously this is something 
that this board might be having to deal with in moving forward. 
 
SCOZZAFAVA:  A simply explanation is, they take sales and then they look at your rolls. 
 
GIORDANO:  Yeah, the mechanics of it but obviously there’s lots of newons to it and that’s the 
part that gets convoluted. 
 
WAINWRIGHT:  There are a lot of things that are if scenarios.  If this happens or that happens 
and that kind of thing. 
 
SCOZZAFAVA: Are they using comparables within the same community? 
 
WAINWRIGHT:  Yes, for the most part.  Some of towns like the Town of Schroon they are in the 
market area that picks up some the adjoining county sales. 
 
DELORIA:  Dave, isn’t it true that it is the second home sales that is essentially driving the market 
prices up now?  People who have money to buy a second home also can afford to pay those 
taxes where their neighbors on both sides of them it’s their own now and I realize that you’ve got 
to shake the tree in Albany to get the monkey to fall out of it to really look at what’s happening to 
these rural communities and understanding you bring this money up from the city that these 
people can afford it and what’s it doing?  It’s driving us out and I’m just preaching to the choir I 
understand that, the BS falls. 
 
McNALLY:  The Town of Minerva did a 3% increase, this year across the board and the Assessors 
sent a letter out to new evaluations and the first day I think we had three people screaming at us 
by 9 o’clock in the morning and what we did is we put out on our website and we also put out on 
Facebook that you know, that this was across the board and it was possible that your actual taxes 
would not go up if this is spread equally amongst everybody and I think we’ll see from this if we 
get out in front of this and not wait and just fan those out because after that point, we’ve had 
nobody fall under assessment. As soon as they realized it was across the board and equal we 
had no issues at all but if we get out in front of this and let people understand that everyone’s 
evaluation goes up, the tax rate should go down the same amount. 
 
SCOZZAFAVA:  We did that years ago in Moriah of course, the town board, we have no say over 
it but in my opinion, that is so inequitable and unfair because there is a number of places that are 
probably over assessed and a number that are under assessed and you are just arbitrarily, in our 
case it was 6% right across the board you know, that’s –  
 
McNALLY: Well, we do a reval every three years. 
 
SCOZZAFAVA:  Well, we haven’t’ done one in years but I’m just saying Dave and I had this 
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discussion and I don’t support that and would never support it. 
 
McNALLY:  The point I’m trying to make is education proposal on this is more important to get out 
in front of this so people will understand. 
 
SCOZZAFAVA: I agree. 
 
WAINWRIGHT:  And if your assessors are doing those revals every three years, and they are 
maintaining 100% and their data collection is good, all the other numbers are good so to bump 
up everybody 3%, that trend like that doesn’t hurt as bad as if a town is all over the board, if some 
people are way over assessed. 
 
SCOZZAFAVA:  If your assessors are doing revals every three years I’m perplexed as to why you 
raised everybody across the board 3%? 
 
PALMER:  Because the trend says higher. 
 
WAINWRIGTH:  Yes, the trend from the State came in higher. 
 
McNALLY:  We need more money. (laughter) 
 
SCOZZAFAVA: That’s the people’s belief right there is that this all happens because we want to 
spend more and that, as Dan pointed out there is a huge chasm between your tax roll and what 
we appropriate for spending.  Alright, so we will – anymore questions for Dave?  Alright so we’ll 
– 
 
PALMER:  Do you need to accept that?  Did we do that? The omitted and pro-rata taxes. 
 
SCOZZAFAVA: Do we need a resolution on that? 
 
PALMER:  Do we do a resolution on that? 
 
WAINWRIGHT:   Honestly, I don’t know. 
 
PALMER: I think we do. 
 
SCOZZAFAVA:  So, I need a resolution in regards to Real Property’s omitted and pro-rata taxes 
for the 2022 roll. 
 
RESOLUTION ACCEPTING THE OMITTED AND PRO-RATA TAXES FOR THE 2022 TAX 
ROLL.  Giordano, Tyler 
 
SCOZZAFAVA:  Discussion?  Being none, all in favor, opposed – carried.  Anything else Dave? 
 
WAINWRIGHT:  No. 
 
SCOZZAFAVA: Thank you.  Mr. Diskin is excused, he did submit his report which is pretty self-
explanatory.  We will move onto our County Manager. 
 

**** 
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 The next item on the agenda was the County Manager, Dan Palmer reporting as follows: 
 
PALMER:  The only thing I really wanted to talk about was the IT portion of my position here.  Part 
of the American Recovery funds is that one of the things that you can use the funding for is cyber 
security.  We would like to put together a project here and I’m not looking for a resolution right 
now but I may come back to you with a resolution requesting a network specialist to come in and 
look at our network.  We have a tremendous amount of network switches that were actually put 
in in 2006 and our in fact, well beyond end of life so we’re kind of in a position where this is 
probably the best opportunity to upgrade the network and to increase cybersecurity. We’re also 
looking at some of this wiring that we had for our computer networks runs all the way back, twenty 
years or so.  So we would like to look at a project that upgrades the wiring, upgrades the back 
bone, increases cybersecurity.  Part of that, we would also look to extend out to the towns 
additional protections that you don’t maybe have in place now in terms of network support.  I know 
we do a lot of network support now for the towns but we would like to get to a position where we 
were better able to provide you with protection as well so that’s part of what we want to put 
together as one of the projects under the American Recovery Act Funding.  It’s one of the priority 
parts of the plan is that they want you to look at cyber security so we want to do that as part of 
this.  I don’t specifically how much it will be but I will, I think the first step I’ve already talked to my 
guys in IT and they are putting together the areas that they think were most vulnerable and we’re 
going to then go to some kind of specialist firm to give us a break down of what we need in terms 
of this so that’s one area that I want you to be aware of but I don’t need a resolution now but I will 
probably be coming back to you with something. 
 
SCOZZAFAVA:  Alright any questions? 
 
PALMER:  One of the things we looked at too is it maybe time if we look at a standard email 
service for all eighteen towns and the county.  We are on .gov now and some of the towns are on 
.gov and some are not but I think we could probably leverage some savings for the towns by 
having a larger, you know we use office265.gov and office we’ve certainly been happy with the 
outlook mail it was certainly better than our Nortons that we used to have so that is maybe, 
probably something that we would fold in to this project. 
 
SCOZZAFAVA:  Okay, thank you. 
 
WINEMILLER:  How soon Dan, do you think you’ll be doing that? 
 
PALMER:  We’re looking at probably over the next two or three months putting something 
together. 
 
WINEMILLER: Alright, thank you. 
 
SCOZZAFAVA: Okay any questions for Dan?  Joe, North Country Community College. 
 

**** 
 
 The next item on the agenda was the North Country Community College with Joe Keegan 
and Erik Harvey reporting as follows: 
 
HARVEY:  Good morning.  Thank you for having us here today to present the budget.  I’ll give 
some highlights of my report and then we can jump right into discussion or any questions folks 
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may have. 
North Country Community College will present a $14,685,919 operating budget and $150,000 
capital budget for critical maintenance.  The State will match the $150,000, the counties will 
provide that will give us a total of $300,000 on the capital side. 
Total enrollment is just over 1,000 FTE which will be 24% or 2% better than previous year, the 
pandemic year.  We’re expecting our Bridge program and the Second Chance Pell Prison 
programs to come back to pre-pandemic levels but we are experiencing an in State decline.  
That’s a challenge, kind of a riddle that we’ve been trying to solve for a couple of years now. Now 
that the pandemic won’t distract us I think we’re going to have to get back to that. 
We’re still operating under caution. There’s an awful lot of uncertainty out there.  We’re seeing it 
in our models where our students are registering and obviously we can all still see it on the streets. 
We need to be very cautious with our spending so we’re only bringing back travel strictly related 
to instruction, professional development with related to remote instruction only, no discretionary 
spending so we really need to tighten the reins here and be really careful as we proceed forward. 
The budget does not provide for any open positions that we are still upholding but we’re not 
touching our biggest asset, which is our staff.  We’re holding steady right now and what you’re 
going to see is increase in revenue of about $188,000 and increase in spending of a half a million 
and that’s preserving our staff at the moment. I’ll talk later about how I’ll end up cash neutral but 
we are going to borrow $300,000 from the fund balance in terms of this presentation to balance 
our budget. 
The county sponsorships are, I’m sorry, I should jump back that will give us a projected fund 
balance, unrestricted fund balance on August 31, 2022 of $4 million dollars and it will be 27% of 
our net operating costs.  It looks like a good position to be in.  I think if you look at bench marks 
SUNY likes to be around 10% or 15% but we are a very small college and we’re very valuable 
with our enrollment so that’s not a lot of money actually.   
County funding will remain the same, both counties provide $2,480,000, as disbursements it’s 
$1.9 million for operating and $50,000 towards critical maintenance capital projects.  They also, 
both counties allow us to invoice operating chargebacks in the amount of $700,000 to other 
counties and we also get about $50,000 back for capital. 
On the expense side, just some notes about salary and benefits. We’ve included $180,000 for 
union related contractual raises as well as our regular management confidential staff.  We’ve 
assume a 5% uptick in medical costs.  We’ve seen as high as 7% to 8% in the last two years 
we’ve actually did not see any increase but we’re just anticipating something there.  We’ve also 
increased the retirement by 3% but again, it’s more of a hedge because we’re not thinking that’s 
necessary either.  It’s a very conservative budget as you can see. 
Other personnel expenses, we are going to offer hybrid instruction which means you can come 
on campus, you can be remote and to do that we are going to need to bring some on campus 
costs back like our casual labor pools, our utility costs and some supply costs.  We have made 
sure to include that and accommodate that in the budget.  One thing you’ll see in our expenses 
is a reduction of scholarships of $110,000, it’s really just an accounting thing. We’ve reduced our 
out of state tuition rate to one and a half times the in state rate so students were paying around 
$12,500 per year out of state and they are now going to pay around $7,500 which will be one and 
a half times our in state rate by charging less tuition we know longer annually discount that tuition 
down for them but with scholarships so we’re getting out of that business.   Our marketing 
enrollment folks think that change is going to help us going forward.  That price tag will be more 
tolerable for out of state folks. 
Just a couple of notes that I want to make about the budget I thought were important.  New York 
State aid, all aid was restored with the exception of 5% in the current year so this year, we did 
have a 5% cut but next year it’s been restored and you’ll see that here in the budget.  The State 
offers $50 per FTE increase or a 98% floor.  The 98% floor is really good for colleges that are 
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experiencing declining enrollment.  It basically says you won’t get less aid than 98% of what you 
receive last year but if your FTE calculation drives you down below that threshold they will hold 
98%.  We’re actually not there yet but we’re getting close so right now we’re going to take benefit 
of the $50 per FTE increase.  It’s about $110,000 more State aid this year than last. 
Our enrollment, in state enrollment is projected to be about 9 ½ % worse going into the fall in 
state enrollment than the previous year which is a little puzzling to us but our models have been 
very consistently accurate in previous years; we’re going to go with what they are telling us.  The 
challenge is that they are based on history and this is not really history driving, what we are in 
right now.  That is baked in here.  I’ll talk about the opportunities around that in a second.  In State 
tuition, we froze our tuition levels this year. We didn’t want to increase any tuition or fees for our 
students.  We’re not passing any of our issues onto them, that would have given us a 3% increase 
in tuition would alluded another $100,000 but we’re going to decline that and keep that in the 
state’s hands.  Again, out of state tuition was brought down to one and a half times and we don’t 
take any solace in this because obviously it’s not a great thing but our college faired pretty well 
through the pandemic, our instate enrollment was flat and compared to our sister institutions we 
were one of the top four for the least amount of decline, again, not something we brag about but 
I just thought I would share with you.  We actually faired pretty well in this compared to our other 
colleges. 
Some opportunities that we have, this is where I think we’ll become cash neutral the Federal 
Government has obviously given us some stimulus funding as you’re aware.  One of the things 
that I have at my disposal is recouping some lost revenues back to March of 2020 and I’ll be able 
to carry that all the way through to May of ’22.  I’m all but certain that I will get $300,000 out of 
that so our cash row will be neutral but we do have that operating in state riddle that we are going 
to have to solve.  We got a little distracted by the pandemic but we are going to get back to 
addressing that this year. 
We also have an opportunity to pay down any students in need, their account.  We have some 
students that are carrying quite a bit of debt right now through this.  Even though we gave some 
emergency funding through the Federal Government they needed those funds for other things so 
we have an opportunity to take our institutional dollars and write down some of that debt for them 
and when we do that, we not only help students which is the most important thing and keeping 
their credit clean, but it’s going to recoup some of that money for us and won’t become bad debt.  
Just another opportunity on instate enrollment so it’s 9 ½ % down going into the fall, I’m not sure, 
we have to go with that that is what our data is predicting but if we were just to get that down to 
7% off it would pick up another $100,000 that I think, is realistic.  5% is probably a stretch, we’re 
about six weeks away now, we’re pretty close but if we were to get it down to 5% it would be 
another $175,000, so the deficit starts to go away right there and that’s why we really didn’t want 
to have any knee jerk reactions and start to touch our biggest asset. 
Lastly, there is some pretty exciting things going on here some of you may be aware.  We’ve 
contracted with JMZ to conduct a scoping study for three major capital projects. We want to 
upgrade our nursing labs.  We want to upgrade our science labs and most importantly, we want 
to improve our HVAC so we’re going to be able to use some, we have a DASNY grant for our 
science labs and we’ve been scoping that out. The challenge that we have there is a lot of the 
grant monies that we got had to go into HVAC and our students wouldn’t of actually seen anything 
now we’re able to take some of this ARP funding HERF funding if you will and use that for the 
HVAC and then preserve the grant that we have for the science labs for all the stuff the students 
are going to see and be able to interact with and lastly, there’s some community funding projects 
which Representative Stefanik has supported and I think some folks here supported as well to do 
our nursing labs and again, science, nursing lab upgrades, HVAC really good stuff for us it’s been 
a long time for these things, they really need it and we’re excited to be able to address those. So, 
without any further ado that’s my report and I’ll just turn it over to if anyone has any questions or 
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comments? 
 
SCOZZAFAVA: I have a question.  Just looking at the enrollment by county I just want to make 
sure I’m reading it correctly so Essex County, we have 160 students that come from Essex 
County.  Am I reading that correctly Joe? 
 
KEEGAN: Yes. 
 
SCOZZAFAVA:  And Franklin County has 429 and I think I’ve raised this issue numerous times 
over the years, but we still own a portion even though the State of New York says we should 
apportion our expenses based on the number of students that attend the college.  We’ve never 
done that. 
 
KEEGAN: Not that I am aware of Tom. 
 
SCOZZAFAVA:  No, but that is what it states.  I know it’s too late for this year but I think that it is 
something that this board in the future, really needs to take a look at.  I mean we contribute the 
same amount that Franklin County contributes and they’ve got three times the number of students 
going than Essex County has so if you break that down, that 160 divided out, how much is that 
per student that we’re paying?  I’m not blaming you for this.  I’m just saying that this formula goes 
back years and years and years but you can correct me if I’m wrong Dan but it is a formula I think 
we really need to take a look at at some point to be consistent with? 
 
MANNING:  Yes. 
 
HOLZER:  I totally agree with you Tom.  I think this is something that we need to be taking a look 
at in terms of making it more equitable for Franklin County and Essex County taxpayers.  Joe, 
where do we stand on the proposal that Mike Mascarenas sent to you on my behalf, concerning 
making some scholarship hours available to our county employees? 
 
KEEGAN:  Yes, thanks Roy.  I let Mike know that we were open to the idea, absolutely.  In our 
mind it makes a lot of sense it resolves the equity issue that Tom raised, it’s a win-win.  It provides 
access to more opportunities for Essex County students who are in college.  What I said to Mike, 
I’m still waiting to circle back with SUNY as to make sure that we’re not getting ahead of ourselves 
and make sure there’s nothing within SUNY policy that would prohibit it but if there’s not, because 
there is a prohibition against Essex County tuition you know, there are certain parameters one 
has to operate within. 
 
HOLZER:  Okay, so it would be central then we just cut your funding and make the money that 
we’re cutting you available to our employees in terms of a scholarship available to them.  I mean, 
it’s that serious.  I think the inequity between Essex County taxpayers and Franklin County 
taxpayers is almost obscene.  I do think the scholarship thing is a way to release some of that but 
I think down the road, as a board, we are going to have to take a look at this or finding a way to 
have more Essex County residents actually attending college at North Country Community. 
 
KEEGAN:  And we support all of it.  We’re not standing in the way.  If there’s an opportunity for 
us to be able to be supportive around a scholarship as I mention to Mike and I just stated, we are 
happy to do that. I just want to make sure we’re not getting crosswise with policy that would get 
us in trouble because that wouldn’t be good for anybody in Essex County so we’re not standing 
in the way of that. 
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HOLZER: Okay. 
 
McNALLY:  I’ve got a question on the 160, Essex County, full time students I would like the 
breakdown of where they come from, each town and does the PELL and the Bridge Program 
figure in on that 160 count? 
 
KEEGAN:  No that doesn’t include Second Chance Pell nor does it include Bridge.  We fee that 
out separately and we can get that for you by I think we can get it by town Steve. 
 
McNALLY:  The last time we looked at this was a couple of years ago, we looked at the corridor 
of Schroon Lake, Minerva, Willsboro, that area in the last five years has sent no students to the 
North Country Community College. 
 
KEEGAN: We are happy to do that. 
 
McNALLY: And I’d like to see the breakdown of that students, where that 160 kids are coming 
from. 
 
KEEGAN:  Sure. 
 
WILSON:  So to the bigger point that Tom brought up and Roy was echoing, one of the things 
that is a balance in our favor is that the employment is more heavily skewed towards Essex 
County.  We’ve got a campus in Ticonderoga that employs people and a campus in Saranac Lake 
is still, it’s in Essex County but we do benefit from that in terms of employment engine at the 
colleges and the more detailed thing about the scholarships I think Joe you mentioned that you 
had already been approached by Boquet Valley about having a presence in their potential, new 
building which would fit with offering the county instruction. 
 
KEEGAN:  Yeah, that’s accurate Joe Pete and to the point of scholarships Erik had mentioned, 
while we knock down scholarships for out of state we put in $100,000 specific for Essex and 
Franklin County students you know as we mentioned the opportunity scholarship lasted two years. 
 
DELORIA:  I don’t think you should take the top card off this deck here.  I mean you’ve got to look 
back twenty years to see this enrollment began and where you are from now and even to Joe 
Pete’s comment there’s a lot of jobs that are created in Essex County because of this.  I don’t 
think this is just an enrollment issue certainly they are looking for those numbers.  I think there is 
a broad brush to use here rather than Essex County is paying more than Franklin and so on.  So 
just to point that out you can’t use this data to make decisions you can go back deeper, broader 
and make sure we are not throwing out the baby with the bath water. 
 
HOLZER:  So how far back does your data go for student enrollment? 
 
KEEGAN:  We can go back easily, twenty years. 
 
HOLZER: Okay and speaking to Joe Pete’s comments about employees, do you have a 
breakdown of what communities or counties they come from? 
 
KEEGAN:  We do. 
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HOLZER:  Okay I would be interesting to see that as well. 
 
KEEGAN:  Sure. 
 
SCOZZAFAVA:  I’m not trying to start a civil war here the only point that I’m making is what the 
law states.  It’s supposed to be based on the students. 
 
MANNING: I think, just to clarify the law states that except for its capital costs from operating and 
maintenance, and it’s vague, the law says capital costs if you have more than one sponsor to be 
proportioned according to assessed value or however the Board of Trustees down in the State of 
New York decide the formula and then operating supposed to be a portion between two or more 
sponsors based upon the students but with the county unless the State of New York sets up some 
other program and in my opinion, everybody has a valid point. 
 
SCOZZAFAVA:  The enrollment issues go back years for as long as I’ve been here Essex County 
has always been a lot less than Franklin County and I think geographics have a lot of play in that. 
The bottom line is the campus is in Franklin County but I do think the numbers increase when you 
put a campus in Ticonderoga years ago but recruitment I stated before that I think we don’t do 
enough in trades in North Country Community College when I see the number of students from 
Moriah that head down to Hudson Valley you know, for that reason and I think if we offered 
something similar to that up here and I know you can’t do that overnight but that might make a 
big difference in enrollment and then Ticonderoga we had that group Joe that was formed looking 
at doing some trades in that area and for whatever reason that fell apart.  Recruitment has always 
been difficult to convince our students here to attend North Country. 
 
KEEGAN:  We understand your frustration. We appreciate the support.  We see ourselves as the 
college of Essex and Franklin County you know, so we do our utmost to serve the students in 
both counties effort ably part of it is a demographic issue and Essex County just has fewer 
numbers of souls and you tend to have, Essex county tends to have a higher educating population 
in relative to Franklin County when we look at the numbers so we’ve taken steps to try and chip 
away and I think several years ago we talked about bringing people onto our advisory board from 
the area high schools to be able to provide pathways and we’ve done that and there’s been a 
slight uptick but there has been an uptick in terms of the proportion of students from Essex County 
that come to community college more come to North Country and there’s been a decline in the 
numbers going to Adirondack and Clinton in the last couple of years so there’s small gains. We 
want to serve the students better so we’re open to anyway that we can be of service to the college 
of Essex and Franklin County. 
 
DELORIA:  Utilizing the data, like Newcomb for example I can’t tell you how many children go to 
North Country Community College from Newcomb but I belief would be that there’s more from 
Lake Placid that go there and more from Wilmington so I mean, we contribute to the county tax 
pool too.  I’m not going to complain about us contributing funding to North Country Community 
College even though Newcomb has maybe fewer children that attend to that again, I think there 
is a broader picture and if we go down this road of starting to ax rather than scalpel, it is just going 
to create problems.  I’m just throwing that out there.  I totally support North Country Community 
College and the county continue to fund it. 
 
HARRINGTON:  Helping know the difference in average income for Franklin residents that’s 
compared to Essex County and does that go by students in Essex County the opportunity to go 
to other colleges? 
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KEEGAN:  I don’t know. That’s a good question.  The census bureau data but certainly we can 
look at that.  It’s a very good question. 
 
HARRINGTON:  And also, populations have decreased and that would equate to decreases in 
student population. 
 
KEEGAN: Sure and some of those factors absolutely.  Some of the factors are outside of all of 
our control.  I think as Erik mentioned, we saw a decline in enrollment last year largely we believe 
driven by the pandemic right?  Which was the opposite of what we saw in the great recession 
when we saw the highest rates in enrollment that we’ve seen in twenty years. 
 
SCOZZAFAVA: Anything further?  On a positive note, I will say it’s been a number of years now 
that you’ve presented a board with a budget that you are not asking for any increase.  So, we’ll 
give you thumbs up for that. 
 
PALMER: Medium income in Essex County is $56,000, medium income in Franklin County is 
$51,000. 
 
KEEGAN:  Tom, we also have the NCCAP contract, our professional staff union contract. 
 
PALMER:  Yes. 
 
KEEGAN:  So our professional staff union and our faculty and our staff approached us at the 
beginning of the year and said, we have negotiations year during Covid how about if we take a 
pause, roll over the contract and roll over the negotiations.  So we were supportive of that and 
we’d ask for your support in rolling over the contract over and we are in negotiations currently. 
 
SCOZZAFAVA:  Someone move that please. 
 
RESOLUTION AUTHORIZING A ONE YEAR EXTENSION OF THE CONTRACT WITH ESSEX 
COUNTY AND NORTH COUNTRY COMMUNITY COLLEGE AND THE NORTH COUNTRY 
COMMUNITY COLLEGE ASSOCIATION OF PROFESSIONALS.  Merrihew, Wilson 
 
SCOZZAFAVA:  Discussion?  All in favor, opposed – carried. 
 
KEEGAN:  Thank you very much.  Thanks everybody. 
 
SCOZZAFAVA:  Okay we also need to set a date for a public hearing on the budget which we 
can do on August 2 at 2:30 pm because we are having our full board meeting later in the day.  So 
will someone move that. 
 
RESOLUTION SETTING THE DATE FOR A PUBLIC HEARING ON THE PROPOSED 2021-
2022 NORTH COUNTRY COMMUNITY COLLEGE BUDGET TO BE HELD ON AUGUST 2, 
2021, AT 2:30 P.M.  Wilson, Tyler  
 
SCOZZAFAVA:  Discussion?  All in favor, opposed – carried. 
 
KEEGAN:  Thank you. 
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SCOZZAFAVA:  Anything else to come before Finance Committee? 
 
TYLER:  I have a resolution I would like to move for broadband, for the county to participate in 
the NTIA grant for non and under service areas for broadband. 
 
RESOLUTION AUTHORIZING ESSEX COUNTY TO APPLY FOR A NATIONAL 
TELECOMMUNICATIONS AND INFORMATION ADMINISTRATION (NTIA) GRANT FOR 
UNSERVED AND/OR UNDER SERVED AREAS OF BROADBAND WITHIN THE COUNTY.  
Tyler, DeZalia 
 
SCOZZAFAVA:  Discussion?  All in favor, opposed – carried.  Okay, anything else to come before 
the committee?  If not, we stand adjourned. 
 
 As there was no further discussion to come before this Finance Committee it was 
adjourned at 11:20 a.m. 
 
Respectfully submitted, 
 
 
 
Judith Garrison, Clerk 
Board of Supervisors  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


